
C. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS – MOBILE BUS LIFT SYSTEM  
 
C.1 GENERAL   
             
             Description  
 
             The heavy -duty mobile bus lift system to be furnished shall raise cars, trucks, or buses 
             for the purpose of inspection, service, or maintenance.  The equipment shall consist of      
             a set of four columns, including one master and three secondaries.  
              
C.2       CONTROL SYSTEM  
 
C.2.1    The lifting system shall consist of four (4) mobile, Electro-Mechanical or Electro-Hydraulic 
             wheel contact interconnecting lifting columns per set.          
 
C.2.2    At least one master control panel per set of four columns shall be affixed to the column(s)                    
             and individual control boxes shall be affixed to the remaining columns. 
   
C.2.3    The master control panel shall have a selector control switch or programmable control  
             buttons to allow operation of all pairs or individual columns.  All columns shall be  
             operable from any column  in the set.  
              
C.2.4    When a single column is selected at the panel, the control panel on that column shall  
             operate the individual column.  
              
C.2.5    The columns shall be interconnected by a main power cable and three 32 foot minimum  
             length, multiple core grounded, oil resistant Slyflex armored or metal armored  
             interconnecting cables that are supplied with all necessary connectors (plugs) for the 
             operation of the units.  The interconnecting cables shall be connected in series. 
 
C.2.6    Each column’s control box shall be equipped with a 110 volt AC, 60 hertz or 24 volt DC  
             emergency stop button that cuts power to all units.  The columns shall operate in parallel.   
             
C.2.7    A phase warning light and shut down switch shall activate in the event of improper phase  
             sequence.       
 
C.2.8    An electric reset button or electronic override control shall be located inside the master  
             control panel to allow supervised override of the operating functions. 
 
C.3 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 
 
C.3.1    No lifting columns shall remain in operation unless all are properly connected. 
 
C.3.2    The raise and lower control buttons shall be dead man style and equipped with upper  
             and lower carriage travel limit switches that act as self leveling devices. 
  
C.3.3    A tilt control switch, encoder switch, or microprocessor tracking system shall shut down                      
             all operation should a carriage encounter an obstacle. 
   
C.3.4    Each control panel or the master control panel shall have a warning light to identify a  
             column that has caused interruption to operation. 
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C.3.5     In the event of a circuit interruption, the column that caused the problem shall be 
             determined by referring to the “Power On” light or that columns fault detection led  
             system located on/in the individual control panels or master control panel.                
 
C.4       COLUMN REQUIREMENTS          
 
C.4.1     Each column shall have a 15,000 pound load lifting capacity or greater providing  
              30,000 pound load lifting capacity per column pair and 60,000 pounds gross capacity  
              for a four column set. 
  
C.4.2     The lifting height of the system shall be 5 feet, 3 inches or greater. 
 
C.4.3     The base of each column shall be fabricated from heavy duty rectangular tube             
              sections with minimum dimensions of 6 inches X 4 inches.  The carriage shall be  
              supported by no less than two (2) rolled steel section masts with a cross section                                       
              of no less than 5 1/4 inches X 4 1/2 inches. 
 
C.4.4     The lifting speed for electro-mechanical systems shall not exceed 27 inches per minute  
              in the ascent or descent modes.  The lifting speed for electro-hydraulic systems shall  
              not exceed 60 inches per minute in the ascent or descent modes. 
 
C.4.5     The lifting arms shall be 12 inches to 14 inches long and capable of lifting the vehicle by  
              its frame or by its tires, ranging in sizes from 7.0 inches (tread width) – 16 inches (rim  
              diameter) to 12.0 inches (tread width) – 22.5 inches (rim diameter). 
 
C.4.6     The distance between the rear lifting forks and the mast shall be a minimum of 10  
              inches to provide a working clearance between the body of the vehicle and the mast.   
 
C.4.7     The lifting carriage shall be the fork type with a clear opening between lines no greater  
              than 22 inches to prevent tires from protruding beyond the safe limits. 
 
C.4.8     Carriage lifting shall be accomplished on a maximum friction, non-reversible phosphor  
              bronze load nut, on a self sustained, solid, precision rolled, ACME screw threaded  
              spindle, or by use of a rod down hydraulic cylinder.  Re-circulating  ball screws are not  
              acceptable. 
 
C.4.9     A non-bearing steel safety nut shall trail the load nut at a prescribed safety gap and  
              assume a load bearing responsibility in the event of a nut failure. 
 
C.4.10    The safety gap between the load and safety nut shall be electrically monitored and  
              shall interrupt lift operation when wear is detected. 
 
C.4.11   The screw spindle and safety lock nut, and/or hydraulic cylinder assembly shall be  
              enclosed.  
 
C.4.12    An automatic refillable lubrication system with a “see through reservoir” attached to              
              the lifting carriage shall be standard on all lifts.  Replacement lubrication cartridges  
              are not acceptable.   
   
C.4.13    Safety lock systems shall be continuous for the entire travel of the lift.  In the case 
               of ACME screw systems, the safety nut shall be engaged for the entire travel of the  
               screw.  On hydraulic systems, the locking  positions shall begin to engage immediately  
               at 0 inches from the floor and continue for the full travel of the lifting carriage.  Maximum  
               spacing for safeties on hydraulic systems will be 4 inches.      
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C.5         MOBILE BASE REQUIREMENTS   
 
C.5.1   The base shall distribute the applied load over a 2 square foot area. 
 
C.5.2      The base shall be placed in a travel position by a hand operated hydraulic pump 
               mounted to the column.    
 
C.5.3      The hydraulic pump shall be equipped with an overflow valve for protection of              
               the cylinder, in the event that the lifting operation is attempted while the column is  
               loaded.  Hydraulic cylinders shall be equipped with a hose burst check valve to 
               prevent decent in the event of a fluid leak.      
 
C.5.4      The Jack-Steering handle shall be a loop, pallet style and a base with two nylon 
               steering wheels and a steel travel wheel in each column leg.  The travel wheels                             
               shall have grease points, or be lifetime lubricated. 
 
C.5.5      When taken out of the travel position, the base shall rest flat on the floor. 
 
C.6         ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS     
 
C.6.1      Electric motor shall be 230/460 volt, three phase, 60 hertz. Electro-mechanical systems  
              shall incorporate four horsepower, TEFC with a spring set disc brake.  Electro-hydraulic  
              systems shall incorporate a minimum two horsepower continuous operation, low torque 
              motor.  Manufacturer/Supplier shall field verify electrical requirements. 
 
C.7         SUPPORT STAND           
 
C.7.1      Individual stand load lifting capacity shall be 30,000 pounds or greater. 
 
C.7.2      Support stand height shall be minimum 54 inches and adjustable to 80 inches.         
 
 
EXAMPLES: 
 
1.)  Challenger Lifts, Inc.             2.)  SEFAC Lift                           3.)  STERTIL-KONI 
      200 Cabel Street                         Cumberland Equipment             AD Supplies, Inc. 
      P. O. Box 3944                            P. O. Box 7069                          2509 Wyandotte Road 
      Louisville, KY    40206                 Mechanicsburg, PA  17050       Willow Grove, PA  19090                 
      Mr. Tom Eldridge                         Mr. Paul Hoffman                      Mr. Jeff Dale 
      (800)-648-5428                             (717)-795-8407                        (800)-368-2876                                           
 
      MODEL # 50006                          Model # M65 B.L.                     MODEL # ST 1072               
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